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Welcome, dear friend!
The journey of Exercising Our Souls is one that is on-going, multi-faceted and rich

with discovery about life, love and all that we are. This Book Companion is intended

to be an additional tool as you ignite healing and wholeness in your life, so that you

can deepen into living from the inside out.  

This Book Companion follows the book over the course of 12 Weeks, building up with

one new practice each week, beginning in Week 2. There are mini-charts that can

help you track (and celebrate) your practice. You'll find them throughout each week,

as well as at the end of this guide. Additionally, consider the following as you prepare

to really dive into a new level of your journey:

The most important thing is to be in the practice of exercising your soul regularly.   

Offer yourself love and compassion on the days you show up and when you don’t.

Pick up and begin anew each day. At any point, pause and just keep repeating the

practice you are in. If you don’t want to build your practice as you go (adding

mindfulness of the new practice each week), just stay with a given practice until you

are ready to do the next one. I do recommend Journaling (writing) and meditating

every day, as these are two of the most powerful ways to ignite our healing and

wholeness. The other practices can come in and out, as you visit them in the book.

Regardless of how you do it, know that simply leaning in to your own heart and really

being with what is, is more than enough. I honor the journey you are on. Thank you for

doing your work and being a yes to igniting healing and wholeness in your life. The

world needs the good that you are. 

With love,

Find a special journal to use, or use the journal pages, also included

at the end of this guide, as you move through each week of

exercising your soul;

Make an agreement with your highest self to set-aside time each

day to be in your practice; 

Join the Exercise Your Soul with Rachel fb group to share your

experience;

Gather a small group of friends that you can meet with weekly or

monthly, to be on the journey together. I include ideas for how you

can move through this as a group - use those ideas, modify, change

and find your way together. 

Rachel
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If you haven't yet, join the Exercise Your Soul with Rachel fb group to share your

experience (www.facebook.com/groups/exerciseyoursoulwithrachel)

What does Exercise Your Soul mean for you, in this moment?

What do you desire for yourself, 12 weeks from now, as a result of working

through this book?

Note anything that is present for you.

Read the Introduction on pages 1 & 2.

Journal on the following prompts as a way to ready your heart, mind and soul for

this journey:

Celebrate showing up for the healing and wholeness of your own soul. 

As you complete your practice each day, place your hand on your heart and say, 
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Invite each member of the group to do this preparation step before your first

meeting together. 

Each week you will share your responses to the weekly prompts and book

content. 

Take turns simply listening to, and witnessing, each person sharing where they

are at, what they desire and what they are present to at the beginning of this

journey. 

There is no need to coach, give advice, or fix anyone. Offer each person in the

group the same love and compassion that you are offering yourself. This is a

beautiful opportunity to grow deeper within yourself and with others. 

Remember that you, as a group, have agency to begin with the ideas I share

and then modify, change and find your way together. 

To Close: As a way to close each week, place a hand on your heart repeat the

following affirmation, first to your own heart and then to the hearts of those in

your group: 

Groups:  

IntroductionPrepare | 

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 

"I honor myself for exercising my soul. 

I honor you for exercising your soul. ."

week of __/__/__
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What does Ignite Healing and Wholeness mean for you?

What do you imagine it could look/sound/feel like for you to live from the

inside out? Does this feel important to you? Describe what it is like to consider

this.

Reflect on how you have been finding your way over the past weeks, months

and years. What have been some of the significant moments that have marked

your path, bringing you to where you are today?

Note anything that came up for you as you read Part I: Finding My Way.

Read Part I: Finding My Way, on pages 4-17, recording your thoughts in the book,

as they arise for you.

Journal on the following prompts as a way to ready your heart, mind and soul for

this journey:

Celebrate showing up for the healing and wholeness of your own soul. 

As you complete your practice each day, place your hand on your heart and say, 
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Share your responses to the weekly prompts and book content for the

Introduction and Part I: Finding My Way. 

Take turns simply listening to, and witnessing, each person sharing where they

are at, what they desire and what they are present to at the beginning of this

journey. 

There is no need to coach, give advice, or fix anyone. Offer each person in the

group the same love and compassion that you are offering yourself. This is a

beautiful opportunity to grow deeper within yourself and with others. 

Remember that you, as a group, have agency to begin with the ideas I share

and then modify, change and find your way together. 

As a way to close each week, place a hand on your heart repeat the following

affirmation, first to your own heart and then to the hearts of those in your group: 

Groups:  

Part I: Finding My WayWeek 1 |

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 

"I honor myself for exercising my soul. 

I honor you for exercising your soul. ."

week of __/__/__
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Read                                         Writing, on pages 21-25, recording your thoughts in the

book, as they arise for you.

Create your specialized writing space (see page 24)

             take a picture of your space and post it in the fb group, #exercisewritehere

Write every day, using the tips on page 22 (don't re-read yet!)

Celebrate showing up for the healing and wholeness of your own soul. 

As you complete your practice each day, place your hand on your heart and say, 

Recognize how you are showing up for yourself in a way that feels good for you.

Use the mini-charts if you enjoy that kind of thing...using check marks, smiley faces,

stickers or anything that helps you celebrate the inner work you are doing. 

Take turns listening to, and witnessing, each person as they share their

experience with writing.

Timing: If it is helpful, put a timer on that gives each person an equitable amount

of minutes to share. When the timer goes off, it is the signal for that person to

close their share and move on to the next person. 

Closing: place a hand on your heart repeat the following affirmation, first to your

own heart and then to the hearts of those in your group: 

Reminders: No need to coach, give advice, or fix anyone. Offer each person in

the group the same love and compassion that you are offering yourself. This is a

beautiful opportunity to grow deeper within yourself and with others. 

Groups:  

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 

"I honor myself for exercising my soul. 

I honor you for exercising your soul. ."

©Exercise Your Soul LLC 2021

week of __/__/__
Exercise Your Soul byWeek 2 | Writing

Exercise Your Soul by

daily writing
m t w th f s s
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What is present as you begin/continue your meditation practice?

What do you. notice about your thoughts during meditation?

Note anything that is up for you as you build your practice with both writing and

meditating.

       share your experience in the fb group, #dailymeditationpractice

Read                                         Committing to a Daily Meditation Practice, on pages 26-

31, recording your thoughts in the book, as they arise for you.

Begin  or continue to practice meditating every day.

Write every day, using the tips on page 22 and/or the following:

Celebrate + Recognize your practice.

What supports your meditation practice? Share tools, guided meditations that

open your heart, and the reality that our brains keep thinking during meditation.

Our invitation is to notice and return to the present moment...again and again.

Meditate for 10 minutes together.

Closing: place a hand on your heart repeat the following affirmation, first to your

own heart and then to the hearts of those in your group: 

Reminder:  If it is helpful, put a timer on that gives each person an equitable

amount of minutes to share. When the timer goes off, it is the signal for that

person to close their share and move on to the next person. 

Groups:  

"I honor myself for exercising my soul. 

I honor you for exercising your soul. ."

©Exercise Your Soul LLC 2021

week of __/__/__
Exercise Your Soul byWeek 3 |

Committing to a Daily Meditation Practice

Exercise Your Soul by

daily writing  + meditation

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 

m     t     w     t     f     s     s  
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       take a picture and post in the fb group, #createyourreality

What did you notice before, during and after creating your Vision Board?

Note anything that is present as you continue to build your practice 

Read                                         Creating a Vision Board, pages 32-37, recording your

thoughts in the book, as they arise for you.

Create a Vision Board around one of the suggested areas on page 32, or another.

Keep Writing, using the following prompts:

Keep Meditating every day.

Celebrate + Recognize your practice.

Plan ahead to create your Vision Boards together. Play inspiring music, share

magazines and work in the flow you create when you are together.

Share what the process of creating a Vision Board was like for you: Where was

it easeful? Where was it challenging? What does it feel like to look at it now?

Share your Vision Board and commit to checking in with it at the beginning and

ending of each week (Vision Board Knowing & Sightings)

Closing: place a hand on your heart repeat the following affirmation, first to your

own heart and then to the hearts of those in your group: 

Groups:  

"I honor myself for exercising my soul. 

I honor you for exercising your soul. ."

©Exercise Your Soul LLC 2021

week of __/__/__
Exercise Your Soul byWeek 4 | Creating a Vision Board

Exercise Your Soul by

daily writing  + meditation

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 

m     t     w     t     f     s     s  
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Share what came up for you as you worked through this section, especially with: 

Do the Let Go process (pg 44) together, in a way that is meaningful for your group.

Share your Vision Board Sightings

Closing: 

       What Do You Want? | Letting Go | Hidden Beliefs | Abundance is Your Birthright

Groups:  

"I honor myself for exercising my soul. 

I honor you for exercising your soul. ."

What Do You Want? (pgs 41+42)

Letting Go (pgs 43+44)

Read                                         Giving (& Receiving), pages 38-49, recording your

thoughts in the book, as they arise for you.

Give intentional time to the exercises on the following pages:

Sit with your Vision Board (VB):

       at the beginning of the week, knowing the reality that you desire to experience.

       at the end of the week, recording any sightings of your VB coming to reality.

Keep Writing, using prompts on pages 42 and 48, and expressing whatever is

present for you these days. Keep Meditating every day. Celebrate + Recognize

your practice. Post in the fb group, #letitgo

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 

©Exercise Your Soul LLC 2021

week of __/__/__

Exercise Your Soul byWeek 5 | Giving (& Receiving)

Exercise Your Soul by

m     t     w     t     f     s     s  
daily writing

daily

meditation

sit with your VB

Hidden Beliefs (pgs 45+46))

Abundance is Your Birthright (pgs 47+49)
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Share what came up for you when you consider putting technology down. Was it

hard? Easy? A relief? Anxiety producing? Was there a practice (i.e. Technology

Basket) that worked well for you? Share your ideas with each other. Commit to

putting your technology down each day, as you move through the rest of this

book.

Share your Vision Board Sightings and how your Let Go process is reverberating.

Closing: 

Groups:  

"I honor myself for exercising my soul. 

I honor you for exercising your soul. ."

Before picking your device back up, reflect on how it felt to put your device

down. What came up for you? What went through your mind? What was your

physical experience? Consciously choose to pick your device back up.

At the end of the week, consider how you will move forward in relationship with

your technology. How are you committing to putting your technology down?

Read                                         Putting Technology Down, pages 50-53, recording your

thoughts in the book, as they arise for you.

Choose one of the ideas (on pgs 51/52 or your own) each day, to practice putting

technology down.

You are half-way through the book! Keep Exercising Your Soul as you Write,

Meditate, sit with your VB and open to Giving & Receiving. Celebrate + Recognize

your practice. Post your experience in the fb group #phonefreepho

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 

©Exercise Your Soul LLC 2021

week of __/__/__
Exercise Your Soul byWeek 6 | Putting Technology Down

Exercise Your Soul by

m     t     w     t     f     s     s  

daily writing

daily

meditation

sit with your VB

put tech down
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Share what came up for you as you exercised your soul and body this week. How

do you enjoy moving? What are your Cherries on Top?

Consider taking a walk or going for a hike as a group this week.

Share your Vision Board Sightings, check in around Giving & Receiving and

Technology. How is it going? Or not going?

Closing: 

Groups:  

"I honor myself for exercising my soul. 

I honor you for exercising your soul. ."

Describe your current level of physical activity? What works/doesn't work about it? 

What do you desire your level of physical activity to look/sound/feel like?

What might be available to you on the other side by being physically active in the

way that feels good for you?

Read                                         Exercising Your Body, pages 54-60, recording your thoughts

in the book, as they arise for you.

Put a Cherry On Top and definitely do the exercise on page 60.

Move each day, in a way that feels good and nourishing for you.

Keep Writing, using the following questions, as they are helpful:

.Stay with your practice of meditation, you VB, and putting tech down. Remember, this

work is meant to open you up to growth and expansion! 

Consider what is yours to Give & Receive this week.

Celebrate + Recognize your practice. Post in the fb group, #moveyogody

©Exercise Your Soul LLC 2021

week of __/__/__
Exercise Your Soul byWeek 7 | Exercising Your Body

Exercise Your Soul by

m     t    w     t     f     s     s  

daily writing

daily meditation

sit with your VB

put tech down

move your body
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Share what came up for you around Curiosity, being gentle as you touch on

beliefs you internalized as a child.

Do the Because/It Means exercise together.

Share your Vision Board Sightings, and explore what you are receiving as you

give yourself to this Soulful Exercise. Do you need any encouragement or

support around your practice? What could that look/sound/feel like?

Do your closing, honoring yourself and each other for exercising your soul!

Groups:  

Re-read Hidden Beliefs on pages 45+46 if that is helpful for you.

What do you remember being curious about as a child?

In what areas, topics or relationships do you realize a natural level of curiosity?

What are some of your trigger bugs? What happens when you are bitten? What is

the make-wrong? What do you notice as you exercise curiosity around this?

Read                                        Being Curious, pages 61-72, recording your thoughts in the

book, as they arise for you.

Explore Because/It Means, beginning on page 64 and doing the exercise on page 65.

Keep Writing, using the questions on page 70 (and these    ) as they are helpful:

Stay with your practice of meditation, you VB, and putting tech down and consciously

moving your body.

Consider what are you receiving as you give yourself to this Soulful Exercise?

Celebrate + Recognize your practice. Post in the fb group, #becurious

©Exercise Your Soul LLC 2021

week of __/__/__
Exercise Your Soul byWeek 8 | Being Curious

Exercise Your Soul by

m     t    w     t     f     s     s  

daily writing

daily meditation

sit with your VB

put tech down

move your body
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Share what came up for you as you worked through this section, including

wherever you are in your Adventure into YES. What opened up for you? What

was it like to continue practicing all the things through the lens of your YES?

Share your Vision Board Sightings, and anything else that is present for you.

Do your closing, honoring yourself and each other for exercising your soul!

Groups:  

What comes up for you when you consider saying "yes?"

How do fear and saying "yes" relate to one another for you?

Are there times in your past, where you regret that you didn't say yes? What do

you imagine may have been different? Can you offer yourself compassion for

responding the way you did?

Read                                        Saying "Yes!", pages 73-81, recording your thoughts in the

book, as they arise for you.

Begin 'My Adventure into YES', on page 81. Make a plan for following through with

your adventure. 

Keep Writing, using the following questions as they are helpful:

Keep it up! Meditate, sit with your VB, put tech down and move your body             

                                                                        through the lens of your YES!

Be Curious if there is a Let Go rising up for you.

Celebrate + Recognize your practice. Post in the fb group, #iamayes

©Exercise Your Soul LLC 2021

week of __/__/__
Exercise Your Soul byWeek 9 | Saying "Yes!"

Exercise Your Soul by

m     t    w     t     f     s     s  

daily writing

daily meditation

sit with your VB

put tech down

move your body
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Share what came up for you around saying "No," including boudnaries and being

clear about what you want/believe in and stand for. Stand Strong in your NO, by

standing up and sharing what you wrote on page 89 with your group. Allow

yourself to be witnessed in what you stand for.

Check in regarding your Adventure into YES; celebrate your Vision Board

Sightings; share how you are experiencing the layering of practices over the last

10 weeks.

Do your closing, honoring yourself and each other for exercising your soul!

Groups:  

Make a list & explore 5 things you are clear that you want, believe in, or stand for.

What is the "then it means..." behind one of your What ifs?

What has been your experience with boundaries?

Read                                        Saying "No", pages 82-89, recording your thoughts in the

book, as they arise for you.

Stand Strong in your NO on page 89. Hear your own wisdom and clarity.

Keep Writing, using the following questions/prompts as they are helpful:

Keep it up! Meditate, sit with your VB, put tech down and move your body      

                                                                         through the lens of your No!

What is yours to Give &/or Receive this week? What are you curious about?

Celebrate + Recognize your practice. Post in the fb group, #thisismyno

©Exercise Your Soul LLC 2021

week of __/__/__
Exercise Your Soul byWeek 10 | Saying "No."

Exercise Your Soul by

m     t    w     t     f     s     s  

daily writing

daily meditation

sit with your VB

put tech down

move your body
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Share what your experience has been with Daily Practice. What do you notice as

a result of writing, meditating, sitting with your VB, moving your body, putting

down technology, as well as being present to Giving/Receiving, your Yes, your

No, and being curious? Which practices work for you on a daily basis? Which are

more challenging? What is your invitation as you move forward? 

Describe how you have build trust within yourself and demonstrated having your

own back. How does this impact you?

Do your closing, honoring yourself and each other for exercising your soul!

Groups:  

How have you built trust within yourself?

How have you demonstrated getting your own back?

Which practices sing to you? Which don't?

Read                                        Practicing Daily, pages 90-94, recording your thoughts in

the book, as they arise for you.

Reflect on where you've been and where you are being invited to go next.

Choose 1-3 practices (or all of them, if that is what you desire) to continue practicing

this week. use the tracking chart, if that is supportive for you.

Celebrate + Recognize your practice. Post in the fb group, #practicedaily

©Exercise Your Soul LLC 2021

week of __/__/__
Exercise Your Soul byWeek 11 | Practicing Daily

Exercise Your Soul by

m     t    w     t     f     s     s  
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Groups:  

What did you desire for yourself at the very beginning? 

How are you experiencing healing and wholeness now?

Read                        , on page 96.

Reflect on where you began this 12-week journey:

Re-read what you've written over the past 11 weeks of your journey (see page 23).

Notice any: 

       

Celebrate + Recognize your practice. Post in the fb group, #goldennuggets

Share: What did you desire as a result of working through this book? What are

you leaving this experience with? What did you discover as you re-read your

journal? In what ways are you present to the ignition of healing and wholeness in

your life? How has your group supported you during this time?

What will support you to continue your journey over the next 12 weeks

Honor the Group: The work you did together matters. Each person in the group

made the group experience what it was. Take turns telling each member the gold

you see in them, or how witnessing their journey impacted your own. Offer

gratitude to each person for showing up for themselves and for you.

Do your final closing:

©Exercise Your Soul LLC 2021

week of __/__/__
Exercise Your Soul byWeek 12 | Integrating

A Final Note

Patterns in the way you respond in relationships; how you show up at work, at home.

Pain Points that keep showing up and may be asking for some more attention.

Areas of Growth that you can celebrate.

Sticky Spots or problems that were present at one point and resolved later on.

Golden Nuggets of Your Own Wisdom

use any of the blank mini-charts that serve you this week!

Which practic(s) do you commit to exercising over the next 12

weeks? What will help you stick to your commitment? 

"I honor myself for exercising my soul. 

I honor you for exercising your soul. ."
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Mini-Charts 

week of __/__/__

daily writing

week of __/__/__

m t w th f s s

daily writing  + meditation

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 

m     t     w     t     f     s     s  

week of __/__/__

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 

m     t     w     t     f     s     s  
daily writing

daily meditation

sit with your VB
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Mini-Charts 

week of __/__/__

week of __/__/__

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 

m     t     w     t     f     s     s  

daily writing

daily meditation

sit with your VB

put tech down

m     t    w     t     f     s     s  

daily writing

daily meditation

sit with your VB

put tech down

move your body

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 
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Mini-Charts 

week of __/__/__
blank

week of __/__/__

m t w th f s s

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 

m     t     w     t     f     s     s  

week of __/__/__

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 

m     t     w     t     f     s     s  
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Mini-Charts 

week of __/__/__

week of __/__/__

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 

m     t     w     t     f     s     s  

m     t    w     t     f     s     s  

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 

blank
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__/__/__

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 
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__/__/__

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 
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__/__/__

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 
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__/__/__

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 
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__/__/__

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 
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__/__/__

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 
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__/__/__

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 
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__/__/__

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 
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__/__/__

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 
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__/__/__

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 
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__/__/__

“I honor myself for exercising my soul.” 
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Private Coaching
Self-Love | Inner Peace | Relationships | Anxiety

Self-Trust | Trauma Healing | Self-Worth | Conflict Resolution

 

Original Workshops
Listen Up! | Awaken Your Senses | Live the Life You Are Worthy Of

 

On-Line Courses
Stop the Hustle, Start Living Fully | Exercise Your Soul: Ignite Healing and

Wholeness in Your Life & Live from the Inside Out
 

Tools:
Mindfulness | Embodiment & Somatics | Parts Work | Visualization (& more!)

12-week Book Companion & Guide 

 Exercise 
Your Soul

The 

Thank you for participating in

More ways to                              :   Exercise Your Soul

www.exerciseyoursoul.org

http://www.facebook.com/cominghomewithin
http://www.instagram.com/exerciseyoursoul
https://www.linkedin.com/in/exerciseyoursoulwithrachel/
http://www.exerciseyoursoul.org/
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